As this is the first appearance of ON THE BEAM, it should be explained that all the news, notices, opinions, and comment that appears herein are all presented in the spirit of public enlightenment. The line that separates "Cream of the Crop" to be both smart and happy, don't fail to read this column which will appear in all editions of The Gazette. Any gossip that you dig up and think will be of interest to your fellow Cade's will be most welcome. Address all contributions to ON THE BEAM, care of the Orderly Room.

Heart and Overhead.

It seems as though Jerry Byrne has rewritten the lyrics of that popular song, STAGE DOOR GANGEES, in lieu of which he's now singing, "I Left My Heart at the U. S. O." Her first move is Lillian, and her phone number can be had from our dapper, good looking Sergeant Frank Phillips.

"You made the pants too long!" Akabone seems to have a néophyte on a certain young minor who drives a 41 Buick. The car's brakes were broken due to the fact that Mears, Moss, and Mentor were "Juniorly" turned in 24-hour guard duty on Saturday. Our innimicable Cader, Lt. Gleason, has recovered his temper, but he must be that just talking about BIRGANTINE brought on an unexpected outburst of his impetuosity. We suggest that U. S. Cader, Lt. Green, contact Leonard Gozanski, for instance.

Distracting Influence.

That brown convertible Ford and its pretty occupants. An order has been placed for G. L. blenders for those of you who can keep your eyes strait while you're drinking your coffee.

Parade Ground Panoramas.

Mr. H. Goldb Luck posing as the Left Flanking Aviator for the Bugle News Evening Editions. A number of us, 199 per cent of us, to be exact, should feel highly insulted.

Callahan's.

Cader Master Metter standing on someone's shoulders during the Field Dedication. He wanted to watch, but unless he's tall, the smallest in the wedgie department.

Cade's Peep Show.

Cades torpedo Coast Guard, 40" battleships. And in the happen-chance of a great "Flash" Glass, evidently led by the athletes with 12 points. A shortage in the bugle, Elling, Never was so evident as when our man, one of the substitutes, bought a beekeeping outfit. This is where he was mentioned in the lineup.

Entertainment of the Week.

It is with great pleasure that we announce the engagement of Lineup people as the Eastern Director of Our Lineup. The official roster of the Western New York Sociality Conference includes thirty-seven high schools and colleges.

Newman Thomas Christoff to Miss IIa Rhone of Willmington, North Carolina. Our heartiest congratulations, Lieutenant Christoff!

Marriage of the Week.

(On Monday, May 2, at 3 p.m., Cader Benchoke went to Sergeant "Mr. Anthony" Travaglini and ephratically, don't stop, gorgeous wedding ring was being held up by "red-tape" at the license bureau. A good deal of red tape is our own. Our lieutenants and Maj. Dr. Lyons, a very capable gentleman, settled all the difficulties. Cades, Jim Lascola, and Sgt. John Keirnan, were the official witnesses. John C. W. Fasanet and Miss Ferrone acted as witnesses and the marriage was witnessed by almost all our female cadets. For dinner the bridal couple dined at the Kepco's at the Park Lane. A good time was had by all.

Congratulations.

Saunders, or Harry, Primmer, who has just received his appointment to O. C. S. at Fort Knox, Kentucky, and then on to the United States. Our best wishes go with you, Harry; we're sure you'll make a name for yourself.

Number, Please?

We Cade's appear to have taken Buffaloes to our hearts; or is it our hearts to them? The C. O.'s, all formerly I-A specimens will soon become I-B, and in the near future for Arax, H. Borman, Moore, Moss, and others. At the request of our "Strictly G. L." Sergeant, Travaglini, do not go to the head of the line and pick up the call and--THAT'S ALL, MEN.

Quizzing.

For all you Quiz Kids we present a list of 864 questions--(1) Who does your eye pick for Cadet Lt. Browning? (2) Why does Mr. Berkowitz pick on you? (3) Is it true that Mr. Fonda presides for toothpaste ad--or is it he bettering his profit margin? (4) Is it true that the "Siemens" back-stage are suffering from both frost-bitten fingers, blown horn, and inarticulate trumpet and clarinet? (5) Which is best of Flight A of all?

Sound Off Good and Loudly!

If anyone can supply all the answers to the above quiz, he is entitled to all the physics problems for Flight IV. The answers to these questions will be shown tomorrow. The LD-R manual should you ever need it. Very sorry, we don't ever read the manual.

Signs of the Times.

The army attitude as displayed by the newly-invented Orderly Room.
"You don't have to be crazy, but why not?"

Special Notes.

We were highly honored and extremely well entertained by the kindly welcome extended to us by Miss Aline Hunter, chaperone of the Park Lane, at our conference (Continued on page 6, col. 5).
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